HIGH FIDELITY BLUETOOTH®

BT-100 AMPLIFIER

SYNERGY
The BT-100 amplifier is an, innovative device that fully overturns the traditional
way of listening to music. Delivering true audiophile-grade fidelity, the BT-100
features state-of-the-art Bluetooth® technology, allowing wireless connections from
a distance of up to 100-feet. Analog and digital inputs give the BT-100 the ability
to adapt to today’s media sources, putting a completely modern, wireless spin on an
old icon.

CONNECT ALL YOUR WIRELESS DEVICES
With its Bluetooth® capability, the BT-100 provides the convenience of wireless
streaming the highest quality audio from any Bluetooth-enabled smartphone,
tablet or PC. The BT-100 features aptX® CODEC technology thus allowing enjoyment
of much higher quality sound when connected to any Bluetooth® aptX® enabled
device.

POWER THAT REALLY DELIVERS
25 Watts* and 50 Watts** per channel may sound small, but like all RBH Sound
amplifiers, the BT-100 can outperform amplifiers that are much larger. With its
very small form factor, the BT-100 astounds many due to its ability to power larger
loudspeakers to satisfying levels without adding noise or distortion.

REAL WORLD PERFORMANCE
Listeners today are more likely to use a smartphone or PC to enjoy to music rather
than an old turntable. With the help of the BT-100, these same listeners can easily
enjoy their music through speakers which provide superior sound quality and are
perfectly suited to their taste and budget. Supplied with an infrared (IR) remote
control, the BT-100 can be conveniently and easily controlled no matter where it’s
placed, such as a desktop, table, bookshelf but it deserves to placed on its own
pedestal due to its incredible performance and affordable price!

EASY SETUP
The BT-100 provides a simple way to get great-sounding music from your wireless
device to any music system. We’ve made Bluetooth® device pairing extremely easy,
without requiring special apps or software.

SEE AND HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

FEATURES
• Easy setup, connects in seconds.
• Plug-n-play, no software to install.
• Superior sound and extended range.
• Headphone/earphone jack for easy listening.
• Stream your favorite music to any speakers
from any Bluetooth enabled device.
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The BT-100 reflects RBH Sound’s traditional commitment to design and the use of
the highest-quality components for great sound at an affordable price. The BT-100
continues to close the gap between your computer music and home hi-fi. Even if
you’re not an audio enthusiast, we guarantee your music will sound better!

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Supply:
Rated Output Power:

AC 110V ~ 240V 50/60Hz
100W (50W x 2) @ 4 Ohms**
50W (25W x 2) @ 8 Ohms*
Frequency Response: 20Hz ~ 20kHz
Minimum Impedance: 4 Ohms
Bluetooth®/DSP
Bluetooth 4.1 Qualcomm® aptX™ CODEC Technology/
24 bit Qualcomm® Kalimba™ DSP
Bluetooth® Range:
100-feet (30 Meters)
Dimensions:
7-1/2” W x 5-1/2” D x 2” H
(190mm W x 139mm D x 52mm H)
Weight:
2.87 lbs. (1.3 Kg)
Warranty:
1 year
The aptX® mark and the aptX logo are trademarks of Qualcomm Technologies International, Ltd.
and/or its affiliated companies and may be registered in one or more jurisdictions
Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth® SIG.
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